Retrieving images in large databases involves either tliematic or visual querying capabilities. We think that both approaclies can be efficiently combined to provide a thmmtically and visuall-v relevant retrieval. This paper deals with bi-modal access in image retrieval systems. Our approach relies on a corpus organisation based on both visual and thcmatic clustering, allowing access to non-indexed images. An adapted retrieval process has heen designed to reformulate queries, taking into account users' judgerrients that deal with thematic and visual aspects of their information needs.
. Introduction
It becomes very easy to gather large amounts of images into a corpus. When dealing with thousands of images, it remains however difficult to examine each picture and to index it. We think that partiall-y indexed corpora can be organised in a way that facilitates retrieval, provided the retrieval process is adapted. Current, existing image retrieval systems [I] split into two main cat,egories. Systems allowing only keyword querying consider the indexed part of the corpus; whereas content-based retrieval systems [20, 10, 181 allow retrieval by means of visual similarity comparison. Hybrid methods try to integrate both approaches [14, 131. We believe that existing content-based systems allowing visual retrieval give little attention t o the thematic part of the query: keywords are used for pre-filtering purposes, or as labels embedding static visual properties. To bridge the gap between text-and visual-based queries without loss of high semantic search capabilities, we propose a new retrieval strategy based on a prior corpus organisation that takes into account both thematic and visual aspects. 
Describing images
We use a partially-indexed corpus. A simple thematic similarity measure is defined based on WordNet [6], which is a lexical reference system where words are organised into synonym sets called "synsets" , being connected to each other by means of semantic relationships. We will here focus on nouns and make use of specific, generic, meronym, and holonym relationships. Each image can be characterised by a set of visual features computed by image analysis techniques, describing colour, texture and shape [16,8,19,3, ll] , even if these feature are not always robust [12] . When dealing with heterogeneous corpus, as we cannot assume domain-dependent knowledge that could help selecting relevant features, we use "generic" ones. Texture is often computed on gray-scale images. Let's cite stochas-tic attributes; co-occurrence matrices; multi-scale analysis, etc. Colour is represented in a given colour space. Colour histograms have been extensively used to represent the colour distribution of images. Shape can be described by many different features. The main problem is to extract the relevant shape from the image, with no additional noise.
Text and visual integration for image description
Our goal is to determine how some concept is represented in the corpus, in terms of visual features, in order to allow both thematic and visual retrieval. To achieve this, we propose the concept of realisation, A realisation stores different visual features computed from an image clip. The set of all the realisations associated to a given concept (keyword) provides the system with knowledge about the visual properties of this concept in the corpus. Associating a keyword with its possible realisations is an indexing task manually carried out by the corpus administrator. The realisation is used for image comparison, based on visual features matching. The task here is to determine in what extent visual features stored in the realisation are present in both images. Each realisation can consist in more than one feature, and each stored feature has its own way of computing similarity. Thus it is necessary to elaborate a global similarity measure, that can be a weighted sum of involved features. This scheme allows to give more importance to "perceptually relevant" features -such as colour -against others.
Initial corpus organisation
Given a set of image properties -thematic and visual -and associated similarity measures, image clusters can be constructed. As visually similar images are clustered, and provided one image in the cluster is also thematically indexed, then every image in the same cluster gets a chance to be retrieved and displayed to the user, even if the query contains no visual constraint. The corpus organisation runs in two steps: in thematic clustering, only indexed images are affected. This yields a first document hierarchy. In visual clustering, images are classified based on visual similarity. Thematically indexed images appear in both dendrograms which are then connected via these images. We call this connection a "tunnel".
An adapted retrieval process
All the visual features we have computed remain uncertain. To alleviate this lack of accuracy, an adapted retrieval process is defined that will take advantage of all information given by users. The vocabulary that can be used as query items is limited to nouns from WordNet. Realisations may have been associated to keywords, allowing users to browse through visual examples. If he selects realisations, visual conditions are added to the query. Otherwise, this thematic query is submitted, and will however be automatically enriched with visual conditions, due to relevance feedback.
Image database search
The retrieval process outlined below consists in distinct phases: thematic extraction and ranking, and visual retrieval and ranking. Thematic retrieval. -The thematic hierarchy is searched using the thematic part of the query (1). This yields cluster C1, containing image A among others.
Depending on cluster size, though, not all images may be equally relevant to the query: this motivates an additional thematic ranking process (2) that will improve precision.
Visual retrieval using tunnels. - The visual hierarchy is searched using images retrieved in the previous step that lead, by means of tunnels, to clusters in the visual hierarchy: in our example, A also belongs to cluster C2 (3). All images in C2 are visually similar, but not necessarily thematically similar. Some of them are indexed (and can be ranked according to the thematic part of the query (4)), whereas others are not.
Visual retrieval using realisations. - The previous phase retrieved images that may not correspond to the visual part of the query. Here we are searching for images visually similar to the query only. This process (7) yields cluster C3. Note that cluster C3 and C2 are distinct, although only one cluster has been drawn on figure 1, for sake of simplicity.
All retrieved images from (2), (4) and (5) are ranked visually ( 6 ) , according to the visual part of the query, constituting an ordered set of proposed images. The following formula is used to rank images: S = wtSt + w,S,, with zut + w, = 1. Note that visual score (S,) and thematic score ( S t ) may be weighted by users so that it is possible to give more or less importance to visual search against thematic search.
The overall advantage of this method is that nonindexed images have a chance to be retrieved. As a consequence, images retrieved in that way may be thematically irrelevant. However, when a non-indexed image has been retrieved and judged by user, then in some cases we can make assumptions about its theme, if the image has been judged as "thematically relevant". Thus, the system incrementally improves its knowledge about the corpus and noise should be reduced in future retrieval sessions.
User feedback and query reformulat ion
Content-based image retrieval systems barely address relevance feedback issues based on visual similarity. Often, this is achieved by allowing users to select a relevant image among those proposed by the system, and to use this image for subsequent retrieval. More realistic approaches have been proposed, that can combine several image judgements on images to build a new query [2]. Here, we want to get more precise information from users. Actually, we may have retrieved images for which one point of view only (theme or visual aspect) is relevant: the system needs to know in what extent a retrieved image is relevant or not to the user. To achieve this, we propose a threefold judgement on each image: theme, colour, and layout. In this work, "layout" refers to spatial localisation of visually homogeneous zones. User can "accept", "reject" or have "no idea"; he may also weight his decision with a coefficient ranging from 1 to 10. From this judgement data, the system derives a representation of its understanding of user's needs. We are looking for discriminating information between accepted and rejected images, in terms of colours, and layout. To model this information, we introduce the virtual image concept as a collection of weighted realisations. From the user feedback and from the features associated with displayed images, we build two sets of realisations (wanted and unwanted image features), in order to reformulate the query.
For thematic reformulation purposes, the keywords' weights are smoothly updated according to user feedback: weights are either increased or decreased if user keeps on wanting or refusing associated themes, or they are initialised to a default value if he changes his mind.
Visual reformulation is more complex, as each type of feature has its own strategy t o alter its component depending on user feedback. For colour feature, a global colour histogram has been computed over the whole corpus, and 128 representative colours have been extracted by a quantization process. Thus wanted and unwanted colours can be modelled as a vector admitting a positive or negative normalised value. This vector is updated according to user feedback.
Experimentations
We give here some details on our current experimentations dealing with visual similarity evaluation. We consider two retrieval sessions s l and s2: images shown on table 1 have been retrieved using single-word queries and we try to find visually similar images.
Session sl s2 Table 1 : Test images for feature-based retrieval tests.
Useful visual features are close to human perception, in order to take easily into account user judgements [15] . We chose basic colour, texture and shape features. To improve localisation and to allow "layout" comparison, features are computed over the entire image, and on 32 x 32 image tiles.
Texture features
We compute Haralick's features [7] as texture indices. Fourteen values are computed at four different orientations in every image tile. Only local characterisation is used with Haralick feature. Our experiments show that those indices are powerful enough to provide a rough characterisation when images are tiled into 32 x 32 squares, and when image layout is quite identical: in table 2 , it is clear that the large homogeneous sky permitted good retrieval results. For very complex scenes, however, results are less satisfying (table 3), suggesting that our image division strategy is too rough.
Colour features
For colour features computations, 128 representative colours are extracted from the entire corpus. Each image is then quantised according to this reduced colour map. A global frequency histogram is computed, as well as local histograms on image tiles. To evaluate homogeneous region detection in images, we have considered three different colour spaces: RGB, L*u*v*, HVC. Not surprisingly, L*u*v* achieved the best results, as it has been designed for colour comparison. We observe that colour features are well suited for global similarity computation, whereas texture features work well locally. This suggests a combination of these two features.
Conclusion
We have presented an integrated method that allows thematic and visual image retrieval in a partially indexed corpus, relying on a double -visual and the- matic -image characterisation. The corpus is then organised into two hierarchical structures by a clustering process. This integration has led to the adaptation of the retrieval process. To give particular attention to user feedback, we introduced a specific image judgement scheme, that will facilitate query reformulation. Our approach aims at allowing retrieval of non-indexed images, and to produce some interesting indexing hypot hesis. 
